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ABSTRACT 

 
Artificial intelligence (AI) has shown great 
potential for interdisciplinary research, such as 
machine learning and image/signal processing. In 
this work, we aim to apply state-of-the-art AI 
models to exploit the unique features of radar 
cross-section (RCS) to recognize different types of 
airplanes. We show that the learned deep neutal 
networks can effectively model RCS siganls by 
leveraging both their channel and temporal 
correlations, as well as the associated kinematic 
features via a data-driven approach. The proposed 
method achieves high accuracy with good noise 
robustness and low latency. 
 

1. Challenges in RCS recognition 
 

1) RCS and kinematic signals contain noises or 
data sample missing occasionally. 

2) More samples of the common-type jets are 
available, compared to those of rarely-seen types. 

3) Label noise: Wrong labels in model training are 
mistakenly treated as ground truth. 

This work aims to develop an AI-based algorithm 
which can tackle these challenges in RCS signal 
processing for reliable airplane recognition. 

 
2. Challenges in RCS recognition 

 
We work with the simulated RCS data mimicking 
the real-world conditions, which contains both 
RCS and kinematic signals with realistic noises and 
data corruption. The target airplane types include 4 
classes, namely large and small jet (LJ and SJ), as 
well as large and small propeller (LP and SP), with 
unbalanced sample ratios. We set a certain level of 
label noise randomly perturbing their training 
labels. We assign 90% of data for training (1287 
tracks) and the remaining for testing (144 tracks). 
And we use the sliding window strategy to get 
training and testing samples with a window length  

 
 
of 30 timestamps, sliding with a step size of 10 
timestamps. The schematic and data details are in 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
 

 

Figure 1: Airplane recognition using RCS data 

 

 

Figure 2: Multi-channel signals and their 
distributions in the simulated dataset 

 

 

Fig. 3:  Overview of the framework 



 

 

3. Methodology 

Recently, artificial intelligence (AI) has been 

developed for image/signal processing and shown 

promising results. In this work, we aim to study 

the possibility and potential of applying a deep 

neural network for airplane recognition by 

validating the effectiveness of various deep neural 

networks in challenging conditions. 

To deal with the time-series and multi-channel 

signal, we attempt to develop an effective and 

efficient algorithm with the latest transformer 

backbone [1,2]. Different from convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) employing local filters 

within convolutional layers to process fixed-

length data, transformers are designed for 

arbitrary-length time series and globally connect 

each timestamp via self-attention modules. 

Compared with recurrent neural networks 

(RNNs), transformers eschew recurrence and 

allow for parallelization with low time cost. 

Specifically, we design an embedding strategy for 

the multi-channel signal and feed them into 

BERT, a transformer method, to learn the 

temporal correlation and predict the target 

airplane category at each timestamp. Then, major 

voting is used in a sliced sample to obtain the final 

prediction (see Fig. 3). 

4. Results 

The proposed algorithm reaches a high accuracy 

both on the slice samples and the track (Table 1). 

We further verify the effectiveness of multiple 

modalities via ablation study (Table 2). Moreover, 

we explore the robustness of the algorithm given 

wrong labels while training. it can still reasonably 

work with 50% wrong label rate, despite 

performance degraded (Table 3). Besides, because 

the transformers can process arbitrary-length time 

series, we research predicting airplane types given 

a shorter-length signal and the results show that it 

can provide a good prediction with low latency 

(Table 4). 

 

 

Table 1:  Confusion matrix of the track-wise RCS 
recognition results (4 types). 

 

 

Table 2:  Ablation study of the proposed model 
with its multiple variations. 

 

 

Table 3: Study of the model robustness against 
different levels of label noise 
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